
 

eSOL Establishes a Subsidiary to Enhance its 
Automotive Solutions 

 
 

Tokyo, Japan, April 7, 2015 – eSOL, a leading developer of real-time embedded software 

solutions, announced today that it has established eSOL TRINITY Co., Ltd., a wholly 

owned subsidiary, starting its business on April 1, 2015. 

 

The Objective of Establishment 

eSOL has provided our customers engaged in a variety of embedded systems with 

one-stop solutions consisting of tools, operating systems, and professional services 

including consultation and engineering services. In recent years, business for automotive 

systems development has been substantially expanding. The automobile industry is 

expected to continue to be one of the key industries, with the development of 

next-generation technologies such as safety technology, advanced driver assistance 

systems (ADAS) technology, and autonomous driving technology, including advanced 

intelligent transport systems (ITS) and connected cars. The software share of the 

development of these in-vehicle and management systems has been steadily increasing. 

To strengthen their comprehensive support framework, eSOL decided to establish eSOL 

TRINITY and assist automotive-related companies as a combined eSOL group. 

 

New development methods for early systems design and operation verification using 

simulation environments are required to run tremendous numbers of test patterns and to 

reduce cost in the development of safety-critical in-vehicle systems.  



 

To address these challenges, eSOL TRINITY will provide:  

1. Total solution services including consultation and engineering services  
2. Tools 
3. Engineer education services  

eSOL aims to grow further with this newly-established subsidiary. 

 

Company Profile 

 Company Name: eSOL TRINITY Co., Ltd. 

 Company Logo:  

 President: Nobuyuki Ueyama 

 Address: Harmony Tower, 1-32-2 Honcho, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164-8721, JAPAN 

 Date of Establishment: March 19, 2015 

 Business Commencement Date: April 1, 2015 

 Paid-in Capital: 10 million Yen 

 Shareholder Composition: eSOL Co., Ltd. 100% 

 Main Field of Business: Sale of development tools for high-end embedded systems, 

provision of consultation, professional, and engineer education services 

 

 

 

About eSOL  

eSOL is a leading embedded software developer that enables customers to accelerate  

the development of applications based on high-end embedded processors, including 

multi-core. eSOL’s advanced, scalable, and multi-profiled real-time operating systems are 

tightly integrated with development tools and middleware components to create flexible 



 

development platforms used by OEMs and ODMs worldwide in competitive vertical 

markets such as automotive, consumer electronics, industrial and medical equipment, 

and aerospace. Founded in 1975, eSOL is based in Tokyo, Japan.  

For more information, please visit http://www.esol.com/ 
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